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1.Goals andobjectivesestablishedfor thefirst year

The goals and objectives of the project in the initial proposal have been

formulatedasfollows:

1-stYear(1997-1998)

I. Material selection. Materials for the waveguide interferometer will be selected

from high temperature polyimide resins doped with thermally stable organic compounds.

For specific extra high temperature applications, materials will be selected from the

glasses prepared by sol-gel technique and/or possibly from ion-implanted monocrystals.

2. Thin film waveguide fabrication. Fabrication technique will include spin

coating, UV curing, and/or ion implantation.

3. Thin film waveguide characterization. This phase of research will include

modal spectroscopy based on prism coupling, propagation loss measurement with

experimental set up based on imaging with digital CCD camera.

4. Experiments with novel single-arm dual-mode interferometry set up. Optical

thin film slab waveguides will be studied with optical set up similar to that described in

the proposal (Fig. 1 of the proposal). Testing the interferometer as a temperature and

pressure sensor for the gaseous combustion products of aeropropulsion systems will be

conducted. The gases to be tested will include CO, CO2, NO, NO2, and possibly others.

2-Nd Year ( 1998-1999)

1. Delineation of optical channel waveguides and their characterization.

2. Fabrication of optical coupling elements including gratings and inlets/outlets

for optical fibers.

3. Testing the interferometer sensors in optical channel waveguide configuration.

3-Rd Year (1999-2000)

1. Development of purged gas chamber and precise heater for testing single-arm

interferometric sensors.

2. Testing the waveguide coupled with optical fiber lines.



3. Estimations of the figures-of-merit of the devices. Conclusions on the

feasibilityof proposedsensorsaselementsof aeropropulsioncontrolsystems.

2. Actualaccomplishmentsduringthefirst year

2.1.Materialsselection

Thewaveguideinterferometricsensoris basedon thin films of high temperature

polyimide dopedwith metal substitutedphtahlocyaninesas indicator dyes. We have

alreadyshownthat polyimide Ultradel 9020 from Amoco canbe potentially used for

planarwaveguidesdelineatedby directwriting with mediumpowerUV source[1]. Metal

substitutedphthalocyaninesare thermally stable organic compoundswith distinctive

optical absorptionspectrumgiving them deepblue or greencolor [2]. We performed

preliminary study of a numberof metal substitutedphtahlocyanines(Fig.I) in order to

investigate their potential use as indicator dyes. For example, 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-

Octadecyloxy copper phthalocyaninechanges significantly its optical absorption

spectrumin a reversiblemannerafterbeingexposedto variousacid andalkali solutions.

Whenseveraldropsof aceticacidwereadded(3% acidconcentration)to initially green

solutionof the phthalocyaninein ethanol,the color changedto brown. However,when

severaldrops of this brown solutionwere addedto acetone,the color changedback to

green.This behavioris illustratedin Fig. 2. Experimentalresultsaresummarizedin Table

1. Selectedphthalocianinesindeedperform as indicatordyesdemonstratingchangeof

optical absorptionspectraafter exposureto acid or alkali solutions.The samebehavior

accompaniedby the refractiveindexchangecouldbeexpectedfor phthalocyaninesbeing

exposedto NH3,NO, NO2,CO,CO2,H2Sin thepresenceof watervapor.

2.2. Experimentalgaschamber

Experimentalset-upfor testingasingle-armdual-modeinterferometricwaveguide

sensoris presentedin Fig. 3. It includesgaschamberwherethesensoris exposedto
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Fig. 2. Optical absorplion speclra of 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-Octadecyloxy Copper

Phthalocyanine in (a) edmnol solulion (green color); (b) ethanol soludon wid_ 3% aceuc

acid added (brown color); (c) ethanol solulion wilh 3% acetic acid deluted by acezonc

(green color); (d) ethanol soludon wilh 1.8% chioroacelic acid added (brown color).
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variousgasmixtures.The gassupplyunit includesa combinationof gascylindersand

waterbubblerconnectedthroughcontrolledpipe linesto a mixing chamber.Thepurpose

of the mixing chamberis to preparea mixture of differentgasesat a certainproportion

before exposingthe sensorto the mixture. This approachallows to investigate time

responseof the sensor to a particular gas mixture. The main gas chamber is equipped with

an internal heater which provides the opportunity to characterize the performance of the

sensor at elevated temperatures (up to 250°C). The light from the external laser source

(green He-Ne laser) is fed into the chamber through specially designed vacuum sealed

multimode optical fiber connector. The multimode optical fiber line is coupled to the

waveguide using focusing optics and a prism coupler. The same approach is used to

outcouple the light from two propagating modes into the output multimode optical fiber

line. The interference pattern is created by the light beams from the modes in the plane of

the input terminal of the optical fiber line. The output light is fed through the second

vacuum sealed optical fiber connector to a photo detector. Signal measurement is done

using a chopper an lock-in amplifier. Fig. 4 and 5 show the view of the gas chamber and

its parts. The vacuum chamber is mounted on a 4-wheel cart with a vacuum pump on the

bottom and gas cylinders strapped to the sides and to the back. The mixing chamber

(cylinder) is mounted below the gas chamber (is not seen). The pressure during the

mixing and filling the gas chamber is measured by a vacuum gauge placed on the top of

the chamber. Mixing gases with water vapor and filling the chamber is performed with

four control valves on the front panel. Temperature control is performed with the

electronic module on the front panel of the chamber. Feeding light in and out the chamber

is done through a specially designed aluminum welded adapter (Fig. 4b and Fig. 5b)

attached to the instrumental inlet on the back of the chamber. Vacuum sealed optical fiber

connectors are inserted into the removable flange fixed to the adapter (Fig. 4a). The

adapter prevents strong bending of the multimode optical fiber lines (with vacuum

coating) coming to the breadboard with sensor set-up on it.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Front (a) and back (b) view of the experimental gas chamber for studying

waveguide interferometric sensor.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. General view of the vacuum sealed optical fiber lines used to connect the

waveguide sensor to external light source and signal processing module: (a) vacuum

sealed optical fiber connectors on the flange; (b) optical fiber connectors attached to the

aluminum adapter which prevents critical bending of the optical fibers.
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2.3.Preliminaryresults

Weperformedpreliminaryexperimentswith aplanarwaveguidemadeof polymer

(particularly, PMMA) thin film. This experimentsshowedthat the waveguidebeing

exposedto atmosphericgaseschangesits refractiveindex.After annealingthe refractive

indexreturnsto its previouslevel. Experimentaldataarepresentedin Fig. 6. In this case,

a single mode slab waveguidemadeof PMMA dopedwith laser dye DCM is used.

Annealingof the waveguideis donewith UV radiationof a 500-Wmercuryarc lamp.

The refractive index of the waveguide was measured with a prism coupler. The UV

radiation bleaches the dye and gradually reduces the refractive index of the waveguide

from 1.5025 down to 1.4995. At some instances the continuous exposure of the

waveguide to UV radiation was interrupted and the waveguide was kept in open air for a

certain period of time. This instances and time intervals are shown in Fig. 6 by arrows.

The first 15 hours is the time elapsed between the moment when the waveguide was

made and the moment of the first UV exposure. Keeping the waveguide in open air

apparently increased its refractive index (increase is of the order of 0.001) while the heat

generated by the UV radiation (even at doses less than 5 J/cm 1) was enough to remove the

adsorbed gases from the waveguide and to return the index to the previous level. This

preliminary experiment shows that reading the refractive index change in the waveguide

using single-arm dual-mode interferometry could give the information about the

presence of various gases in atmosphere. Quantitative study of the waveguide sensor will

be accomplished when construction of the experimental gas chamber will be completed.

2.4. List of the accomplishments

The following accomplishments have been achieved during the first year:

1. Material selectiQn. Metal substituted phtahlocyanines were selected and studied

as potential indicator dyes that can be used in the waveguide sensor.

2. Design and construction of the experimental purged gas chamber. Experimental

set-up includes additional mixing chamber which allows to expose the sensor to a certain
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gas mixture for a short period of time and therefore to characterize time response. It also

includes vacuum sealed multimode fiber line which delivers light to and from the sensor

inside the chamber to external signal processing equipment.

3. Preliminary. study of the effects of gases adsorbed by polymeric waveguide on

its refractive index, The obtained results showed that the refractive index is sensitive to

the presence of the gases and that the single-arm dual-mode interferometry can be used in

gas sensing. However, quantitative characterization of the interferometric waveguide

sensor can be accomplished only after construction of the gas chamber.

3. Comparison of the accomplishments with the goals and objectives established for the

first year

First accomplishment meets the first goal established for the first year. Goals 2

and 3 were met when the experimental planar waveguide structure was fabricated for

preliminary experiments. The fabrication technique is spin coating. Characterization

includes prism coupling to determine waveguide thickness and refractive index.

Propagation losses will be determined using digital imaging of the trace of a propagating

mode. Accomplishment 3 meets the goal 4 established for the first year. We did some

preliminary experiments showing that the refractive index of the waveguide reacts to the

presence of atmospheric gases.

Preliminary experiments also showed the importance of quantitative

characterization of the sensor response to various gases such as CO2, NH3, NO, and NO 2.

This characterization can be done with a purged gas chamber which was planned to be

built during the third year. Taking into account all possible delays associated with the

construction of the chamber, design and construction has been started at the firs year.

90% of this work has been already done. This the accomplishment 2 which meets the goal

1 for the third year. The construction will be completed by the end of 1997. During 1998,

testing and characterization of the sensor will be done in the chamber which provides

more realistic environment such as variable concentration of gases mixed at various

proportions, presence of water vapor, and variable elevated (up to 250°C).
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4. Conclusions

All the goals of the researcheffort for the first year were met by the

accomplishments.Additional effortsweredoneto speedup theprocessof development

andconstructionof theexperimentalgaschamberwhich will becompletedby theend of

1997. This chamberincorporatesvacuum sealedmultimodeoptical fiber lines which

connectthe sensorto the remote light sourceand signal processingequipment.This

optical fiber line is a prototypeof actualoptical communicationlinks connectingreal

sensorsto acontrolunit within anaircraftor spacecraft.

Important problemwhich we are planning to focus during the secondyear is

coupling of optical fiber line to the sensor(goal 2 for the secondyear).Currently this

problem is solvedusingfocusingopticsandprism couplers.More reliablesolutionsare

plannedto be investigated.
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